
Table B, Request for Waiver from Requirements in NASA Directives 
 
 

Requesting Responsible Office/Center:            

Directive Information 
Directive ID and subject: 
 
 
Identification of Requirement 
Requirement paragraph number and description in NPR 1400.1: 
 
 
Scope (e.g., site, facility, operation, and/or activity) and duration of the request: 
 
 
Justification: 

Describe the purpose/rationale for this request: 
 
 
 

Describe if application of the requirement conflicts with other requirements.  If not, check here □  

 
 
 

Describe if the application of the requirement would not achieve, or is not necessary to achieve the underlining purpose of 
the requirement. 
 
 

Describe the cost or schedule considerations related to the request.  If none, check here □ 

 
 

Describe the risks that will be incurred if the request is granted.  If none, check here □ 

 
 

Relief from Environment, Safety, Health, Security Requirements 
Describe special circumstances that warrant granting the request.   
 
 
Describe the actions that will be taken to ensure adequate safety and health and protection of the public, the workers, and 
the environment. 
 
 

Signatures 

Requesting Office’s Official-in-Charge, or designee: 
 
Name:        Signature:        

Revised Suspense Date: 
(Determine by DMT) 

 
 

Approving Office’s Official-in-Charge, or designee 
 
Name:        Signature:        

□ Approved 

□ Denied 

Justification for denial, if applicable, or additional information if approved.  
 
 

 
 

NRW -    


	NRW: 1400-135
	Requesting Responsible OfficeCenter: HQ/OCFO
	Directive ID and subject: NPR 9060.1B-Accrual Accounting - Revenues, Expenses, and Program Costs
	Requirement paragraph number and description in NPR 14001: Paragraph 5.2.3: For directives in coordination in NODIS, Responsible Offices may request up to (3) 30-day extensions on suspense dates. If the third 30-day extension has lapsed, the Responsible Office may request another extension for the amount of time that is realistically needed to publish the directive by submitting a completed Request for Waiver (Table B).
	Scope eg site facility operation andor activity and duration of the request: requesting 90 day extension for submittal of signature packages
	Describe the purposerationale for this request: Directive requires further discussions with several reviewing offices in addition to needing additional time to obtain full organizational review, 30 Day review from both Union/Attorney, OGC's concurrence, and OCFO front office concurrence, on the signature package.
	Describe if application of the requirement conflicts with other requirements If not check here: 
	undefined: Off
	Describe if the application of the requirement would not achieve or is not necessary to achieve the underlining purpose of the requirement: N/A
	Describe the cost or schedule considerations related to the request If none check here: 
	undefined_2: On
	Describe the risks that will be incurred if the request is granted If none check here: Directive runs the risk of being overdue if request for 90 day extension is not granted. 
	undefined_3: Off
	Describe special circumstances that warrant granting the request: N/A
	Describe the actions that will be taken to ensure adequate safety and health and protection of the public the workers and the environment: N/A
	Name: Eileen Detka
		2022-09-14T08:15:08-0700
	EILEEN DETKA


	Revised Suspense Date Determine by DMT: 12/18/2022
	Name_2: NJSmith for Nichole Pinkney
		2022-09-14T11:56:45-0400
	Nanette Smith
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